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Method details {#sec0001}
==============

The method is based on the well-defined real options dynamic programming approach [@bib0001], applied in the context of RE investment, as in e.g. [@bib0003], and adjusted to describe a new type of RE support [@bib0002].

A RE investment project is assumed to be characterized by the following investment cost function ([1](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and electricity production ([2](#eqn0002){ref-type="disp-formula"})$$I\left( x \right) = Ax,$$where *A* is capital costs (EUR/GW) unit of capacity installed, and *x* is the installed capacity (GW).$$Q\left( x \right) = ax^{b}\;\text{with}\; a > 0\;\text{and}\; 0\; < b < 1$$where *a* is capacity factor (hours per year), and *b* is a unit-less parameter of the production function that can be interpreted as a wake effect. It reflects that the more capacity is installed at a given licensed site, the less productive these units will be. For the case of wind (see, for example, [@bib0004]) it simply reflects that there is less wind behind an operating wind mill. Placing two mills close to each other will reduce the output per unit of capacity.

The rate-of-return subsidy is defined as an annuity based on project investment costs *I*(*x*), plus operating costs, and minus expected revenues from electricity sales *Q*(*x*)*S*(*t*), where *S*(*t*) is the stochastic electricity price. "Expected revenues", in this context, reflects that the subsidy is not calculated only once, but is recalculated over time for each individual project. Further, the investment cost part is corrected by a coefficient that reflects project electricity production performance *k*(*Q*(*x*)). In a simplified form, assuming an infinite lifetime of the project and neglecting operating costs, the capacity payments of such a return regulation (*RR)* can be represented as$$RR\left( {S\left( t \right);x} \right) = I\left( x \right)Rk\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) - Q\left( x \right)S\left( t \right)$$where *R* is the return on investment provided by the subsidy,

*I*(*x*)*R* represents the perpetual annuity payments (the core idea of the rate-of-return subsidy).

The electricity production performance coefficient *k*(*Q*(*x*)) depends on the production performance (*Q*(*x*)). *k* is defined as$$k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) = min\left( {1,\frac{Q\left( x \right)}{Q_{target}}} \right)$$where *Q~target~* is the target electricity production level set by the subsidy.

The profit flow of the project under the rate-of-return subsidy consists of electricity sales and the subsidy payments$$\Pi_{RR}\left( {S\left( t \right);x} \right) = Q\left( x \right)S\left( t \right) + RR\left( {S\left( t \right);x} \right)$$

Since the subsidy payments are set to account for revenue from electricity sales ([3](#eqn0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}), this term cancels out making the profit flow independent of stochastic electricity prices$$\Pi_{RR}\left( x \right) = I\left( x \right)Rk\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)$$

According to the Bellman equation, the return on the project (or option) is equal to instantaneous profits plus the expected appreciation of the project value$$\rho V = \Pi + \frac{1}{dt}E\left( dV \right)$$where *V* is the project (or option) value, and *ρ* is the discount rate.

Since uncertainty in profits under the rate-of-return subsidy is eliminated, the profit flow ([6](#eqn0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is fully deterministic^1^. The real option value is then equal to the maximum of the net present value (NPV) and zero. This means that the optimal time for investment is either now or never. Immediate investment is optimal if NPV \> 0, where the project value upon investment is equal to the discounted future profits$$V_{RR}\left( x \right) = \int_{0}^{\infty}I\left( x \right)k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)R\mspace{6mu} e^{- \rho s}ds = I\left( x \right)k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)\frac{R}{\rho}$$

From this formulation, it can be observed that in case of sufficient electricity production performance ($k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) = 1$), the value of the project is defined by the ratio of the provided subsidy interest rate to the actual discount rate[1](#cit_1){ref-type="fn"}$$V_{RR}\left( x \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{lc}
{I\left( x \right)\frac{R}{\rho},} & {if\mspace{6mu} k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) = 1} \\
{I\left( x \right)k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)\frac{R}{\rho},} & {if\mspace{6mu} k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) < 1} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

The project NPV is equal to the discounted future profit flows defined in ([6](#eqn0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) minus the investment cost$$NPV_{RR}\left( x \right) = I\left( x \right)k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)\frac{R}{\rho} - I\left( x \right)$$or$$NPV_{RR}\left( x \right) = I\left( x \right)\left( {k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)\frac{R}{\rho} - 1} \right)$$

The subsidy is calculated based on the planned investment cost declared in the auction bid. However, the actual investment cost can be different because of, for example, overspending due to a change in contractors. In this case ([10](#eqn0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is reformulated to$$NPV_{RR}\left( x \right) = I\left( x \right)_{planned}k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right)\frac{R}{\rho} - I\left( x \right)_{realized}$$where *I*(*x*)~*planned*~ is the stated investment cost in the auction bid, and is taken into the subsidy calculation, and *I*(*x*)~*realized*~ is the actual realized investment cost.

[Eq. (12)](#eqn0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} highlights the fact that if there is unexpected overspending, the subsidy payments would not compensate it. If $I\left( x \right)_{planned} = I\left( x \right)_{realized}$, the net payoff of a project under the rate-of-return subsidy is defined by ([11](#eqn0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Two cases should be considered for the optimal capacity choice: first, when project electricity production is expected to be less than the set target and second (the coefficient ([4](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is less than 1), when it is equal to or higher than the target (the coefficient ([4](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is equal to 1). The target production is defined as the target capacity factor multiplied by the installed capacity$$Q_{target} = a_{target}x$$

In the first case, when project production is less than the target, *Q*(*x*) \< *Q~target~*, the coefficient ([4](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is equal to$$k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) = \frac{Q\left( x \right)}{Q_{target}} = \frac{ax^{b}}{a_{target}x} = \frac{a}{a_{target}}x^{b - 1}$$

The optimal capacity can be found by equating the marginal present value to the marginal investment cost (Boomsma et al., 2012)$$\frac{dV}{dx}\left( x^{*} \right) = \frac{dI}{dx}$$

Plugging in the present value ([8](#eqn0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with the coefficient ([14](#eqn0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the investment cost ([1](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}), taking the derivative and solving for *x*\* we arrive at the following formulation of the optimal capacity$$x^{*} = \left( {\frac{ab}{a_{target}}\frac{R}{\rho}} \right)^{\frac{1}{1 - b}}$$

[Eq. (16)](#eqn0016){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that the optimal capacity increases in the production function parameters *a* and *b*, and decreases in the discount rate *ρ*.

In the second case, when $k\left( {Q\left( x \right)} \right) = 1$, the capacity term disappears when taking the derivative of the present value function ([8](#eqn0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Therefore, in the given problem set-up, an investor becomes indifferent to capacity choice if target production performance can be achieved. The same conclusion holds regardless of the type of the investment cost function.
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Note that we make the assumption (by [Eq. (3)](#eqn0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that the adjustment of the subsidy happens in continuous time. However, in reality the adjustment happens on an annual basis. This leads to a tracking error, the effect of which on the investment decision can be considered negligible.
